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From Schematic Design to Complete FM Solution 
 
 

Class Description 

The vision of providing my client a complete, live and sustainable FM Solution was realized! 
Happy FM Team, happy Owners! Then the unthinkable happened…..Autodesk Changed the 
Document Management solution.  Chaos reigned! Cats & Dogs living together!  I was in rebuild 
mode and it had to be fast. 

BIM 360 Document Management is often perceived one of two ways: complex and clumsy or 
more controllable and manageable. 

This class begins at the end of the design to FM process.  By beginning with what is required by 
the client, we can better understand the workflow to achieve the deliverable.  This class will 
focus on the process developed to deliver and maintain a successful FM environment for the 
client. 

Speaker – Alice C Santman 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Learning Objectives 

• BIM 360 Document Management from a different perspective 

• Capturing existing conditions and Scanning spaces into your FM   

• Connecting Asset Data across discipline models and O&M documentation 

• Strengthen existing client relationships and create new client relationships 
 

I am the BIM Director at Davis Partnership Architects for the past 3+ years. I 
have also worked with a consulting Engineering firm in Denver as well as 
Metro Wastewater in Denver. My project knowledge includes high-end custom 
residential, mixed use and most recently the Health Care Industry. The past 8 
years I have focused my efforts on developing a complete and sustainable 
lifecycle approach for our clients in both health care and commercial project 
sectors. 

I lead the FM Virtual Record Environment development at Davis Partnership 
Architects as a new Technology Group providing deliverables beyond design 
and construction to our Clients. 



 
 

A Glimpse at the Industry 

What is happening at turn-over to the Owners?  
Are they defining the deliverable to the GC as well as Design teams?  
Perhaps they don’t know what they need or what’s possible.  It is our task to educate 
and show what is possible. 
There are so many FM software platforms available – it’s still a matter of knowing what 
they need as well as knowing what will align with the Client environment. 
 

• https://www.constructiondive.com/news/8-construction-trends-to-watch-in-2018/514284/ 

• https://www.construction.com/toolkit/reports - Notice the headlines – nothing on Facilities 
– we are all still stuck on Construction activities! Why!!!?? 

• https://www.hfmmagazine.com/articles/2941-how-construction-trends-are-affecting-the-
health-care-market - Even the Health care sector speaks to and through construction,  

Projects abound in 2018 covering all aspects of our day-to-day lives: 

 
 
Our everyday environments are surrounded by assets – big & small, both obvious and 
inconspicuous. Yet almost 90% of the time, our clients who have asked us to design, develop, 
build and walk them through the projects, receive nothing more than PDF sets of what they are 
now left to manage and operate. A handful may get a 3D model of a fixed point in the design 
timeline or sometimes a Navis product from the GC or a Design model from the Architect. And if 
these models are in their native format or the deliverable has not been defined, the Owner team 
may not ever be able to open or utilize the model. 

This simple realization has been driving me for the past 8-9 years. We need to do better by our 
clients! 

BIM 360 Document Management from a different perspective 

In an effort to cull all of the data as well as better understand what happens across the project 
life cycle, I started to explore what and how can cloud collaboration from early in a project’s 
timeline be leveraged for perpetual use downstream. 

We utilize BIM 360 Design from as early as schematic design and we maintain this environment 
through to CA on projects. Incorporating the Owner Team sooner in the process has also 
streamlined our User Group meetings and provided a platform the Client can interact with in the 



design process.  Additionally, this is familiarizing them with the 360 interface which makes the 
transition to the FM environment smoother. 

In working with the 360 environments, I set up the teams as separate “companies” allowing for 
easier permissions management. I’ve also left the folder structure as it was during the design 
and construction work, so we have each discipline folder still active in the project hub going into 
the FM role out. 

I’ve also modified the Plans folders to better identify the sets with the latest information for 
easiest access to the FM Team members. 

Integration of AR/VR: 

We started using Enscape over a year ago as a client visualization tool during 
DD and into CD phases of our projects.  I extended this workflow to allow us to 
link 360 Panoramas and video captures into our models via a Revit Family of a 
3D pin with a URL parameter added for quick viewing in the Enscape cloud. 
 

Within the various model sets and for each discipline, integration of links via QR Codes to the 
Augmented Reality views of various areas and spaces within the buildings is easily 
implemented. These are excellent additions for both the design process as well as a great visual 
comparison of as-designed versus the as-constructed spaces. 

And with 360’s ability to graphically show us what has changed between versions, we are able 
to quickly review and update models on the fly. In leveraging Enscape add-in to Revit as well as 
Sketchup, our visualization process has become quicker, cleaner and easier for the Owner 
Team to visualize a project’s progress. 

 



Integration of 3D scanning via Matterport: 

The integration of 3D photogrammetry during construction and before close-
in is an excellent resource for the FM Team to be able to access at any 
time.  Additionally, we can link this to both our Ops site and the model 
environments.  While one is accessed from the Video section of Ops, we 
have also tied the model link to a placed family within Revit which includes 
a URL parameter specific for the Matterport cloud. 

A quick way to view the 3D scan is also uploaded as an “Issue” within the model in Docs, we 
can add the hyperlink to the shared space, any images as well as the O&M Manual if applicable.  
An easy resource for the Owners and FM Team to review spaces from one access point with a 
single click 

The advantages of the Docs environment include interactive linking capabilities across all 
phases of the project as well as the typical Docs features below: 

 Project Home Page 
 2D Sheet Sets 
 3D Model Viewing 
 Property / Data viewing 
 Compare Feature 
 Mark-up, Commenting Feature 
 Issue Tracking ad Version Control 

 
 



 
BIM 360 Ops, beyond Ticketing 

Ops is initially populated from the Revit environment on the design side to get the first push of 
assets into the facility project hub. This sets up our URL for each asset as well which allows us 
to start linking our data back to the model. This is the first level of our data collection and 
assignments. 

Essentially Ops is the FM interface to each asset within the Revit models.  This allows for us to 
link the asset URL back into the model as well as link the Record model which resides in Docs 
back to the Ops environment.  This completes the loop between the Sheet Sets, Models and 
Assets. 

Ops is also populated directly form the Glue and Field via the Equipment Sets on the 
construction side. When we have a GC Team utilizing Field, we leverage that data as much as 
possible and work with them to achieve a complete turnover of installed assets. 

This is our second-tier asset data input to populate as much of the parameters as possible 
outside of the model environments. We try to keep tier one in the baseline Revit models and the 
second tier is extended from Field into the Ops environment. 

Additional features leveraged within the Ops environment: 

 Interface utilization with Ticketing & Scheduled Maintenance 
 Links to 3D scanned spaces as well as Panoramic AR/VR imaging 
 Flexible and updatable Asset listing 
 Direct O&M links to vendors and manuals  
 Linkable to LiDAR scanned 3D photogrammetry 

One of the larger improvements of the newer 
BIM 360 Docs / Design environment is the 
granularity we can now achieve with the 
permission assignments and the ability to 
manage these by individual as well as 
company.  This has allowed for greater 
control and easier management of the 
project accessibility. 



Perhaps not the intended workflow from Autodesk, but with hyperlinking, Dynamo for push-pull 
of data parameters and the accessibility via add-ins to the Revit models, we are able to provide 
a robust, perpetual environment for the Client/FM Teams. 

 

Capturing Existing Conditions and Scanning spaces into your FM  

We begin with scanning of existing conditions when possible to assist with early model 
development and data capture, we are able to pull down the point cloud as well as provide 
photogrammetry over the timeline of the project scope. We utilize ReCap for the stitching and 
prepping of point cloud files which is then linked into Revit. These will be used to verify existing 
conditions, build models where no other data is available and be a resource to the Owner team 
for future planning needs. 

We then will capture critical areas during construction activities and before dry-in of specific 
areas.  This allows for documenting where equipment and systems are located in the real world 
which often differs from the As-Designed documentation, as we all know. 

Finally, we scan the finished product allowing for a client record of the “new” existing conditions.  
This also provides us a timeline of the project and on renovations, this has proven invaluable. 

Without scanning – our other options were site photography often with a cell phone, and more 
traditional field measuring and then finding a way to log this information into the project, be it a 
physical book, a PDF series of sheets or a simple link into the project folder.  Not only were 
these options not sustainable, they were disconnected and didn’t provide the client what they 
were requiring downstream 

The visualization aspect of 3D photogrammetry and point cloud integration also provides the 
following: 

• Wows client 

• Affordable 

• Ease of use – zero training component 

• Linkable to Revit, Docs and Ops 

With our scan data in hand, we now have access to existing conditions, construction data and a 
finished product.  All of these provide both the photogrammetry as well as point cloud files for 
further development and more importantly – hyperlinking of 3D spaces to our Revit environment 
and our Ops environment. 

 

 
Matterport 3D Cameras and the Leica BLK 360  

 



 
 

Connecting Asset Data across discipline models and O&M documentation 

With our environments established – Revit, Docs, Ops and Scanned space – we can connect 
the virtual dots. 

A variety of methods can be used to connect a facility or campus’ asset data across a variety of 
platforms. Revit is the foundation of the database from early on in conceptual design efforts. Our 
teams have a few options for beginning the conceptual effort. 

Many of our designers utilize SketchUp as it is what they are most familiar with and is an easy 
interface to work in. We also utilize Formit as well as add-ins such as testfit.io depending on the 
use case of the individual project. We also have developed a Revit workflow leveraging 2019.1 
and its 3D modeling flexibility which is more intuitive than previous versions. 

In this case, I will focus on the Revit process and early set-up standards we integrate to each 
project type. It is first and foremost important to realize the amount of data living within our Revit 
models – the following illustration starts to demonstrate the amount of data we are actually 
working with on a daily basis – some key items are:

 

Linked Files – RVT, DWG, RCP, NWC, 
IFC 
Revit Content – Families holding all data 
points 
Warnings – Lean models or heavy & 
cluttered 
Material Assets 
e-SPECS 
Excel, CSV 
Formit 
Dynamo, Python 
Interactive links to AR/VR 
Interactive Links to 3D Scanning 
2-way Linking to Docs & Ops 



We also take the time to build out a Shared Parameter file specific to the FM deliverable.  This 
way, if an Owner Facility team is using Ops, Archibus or something similar, we can 
accommodate that systems’ parameter requirements. 

Our Shared Parameter file is broken out by categories specific to each model discipline’s 
categories – for example: 

• Mechanical Group 
 Activation 
 Airflow (CFM) 
 Burner Type 
 Capacity (GPM) 
 Fuel System 
 Filter Type 

• Electrical Group 
Frequency 
Amps 
Displacement 
FLA 
HP 
Humidifiers 

• Linking – Asset Mgt 
URL Parameters 
QR Code Link 
QR Code Image 

 
The intent is to have the data fields ready along any point in the timeline of the project.  If the 
Mechanical team inserts an AC Unit, they can populate the fields with the design data.  When 
the actual unit is procured, the data fields are then updated and come out of Field in many 
cases or are pushed via Dynamo and Excel 

There will be times the data fields remain empty even after installation and into the turn-over of 
the project.  We can then populate the data fields via a script reading the data out of an excel 
spreadsheet or csv file to infill the necessary fields. Additionally, we can update data with the 
FM Team as needed over the life of the project. 

Below is just one example of a Revit Family for a VAV unit, on any given hospital project there 
can be upwards of 1,000 of these units.  The data can be populated with a common import / 
export to and from Excel based on first the design data and secondly, updated from the 
construction data information. 

  



 
 

With this ‘foundation’ developed in the Revit model through design, into construction and 
followed through to post-construction model efforts, the models can be pushed up to both Ops 
and the 360 Docs platforms. And this push & pull of data can occur more than once, keeping 
data current. 

We also run a variety of scripts and other Model Management add-ins on our models help us to 
clean up, add data and verify Type Marks and Mark fields are correctly identified per the client 
standards.  The very foundation of the Revit model are often these two parameters. We often 
set up the Mark for scheduling in the design process of a project and update this to align with 
client needs at FM development as these can be leveraged to align with their system and 
equipment identification on the facility side of activities.  



Maintaining clean, accurate models: 

Each discipline model needs to be verified for a healthy model environment as well as data 
fields. One way this can be successful utilizing the Revit to Navis to Dynamo back to Revit 
workflow. 

Navisworks and Dynamo 

For the healthy model requirement, we have implemented the clash detection workflow of Revit 
to Navis and back to Revit via Dynamo, placing the spheres, allowing us to create the schedules 
and managing assignments for clash clean-up. This workflow was demonstrated at last year’s 
AU: 

 http://au.autodesk.com/au-online/classes-on-demand/class-catalog/classes/year-2017/class-
detail/as125109#chapter=0 

 

 
We set up our Dynamo scripts specific to the discipline as well, this reduces the number of 
times needed to select a path or change a category while we import / export. 

 
  



The most time is spent on the MEP model(s) and we have found it is critical to ensure the 
handover is of Revit models and NOT Autocad files.  Often times the Engineer will do a lot of 
their work in 2D cad and this can include the schedules which at times end up being lines and 
single-line text entries. 

If and when possible – do not accept this as a deliverable at design or construction hand-over. 
Otherwise it will greatly increase your FM model efforts. 

By maintaining lean models, defining deliverables from your consultant teams and managing 
data input, the collaborative environment can be ready to host in the BIM 360 solution. 

 
Summary - Add-ins to Revit, closing the loop, continuing integration: 

BIM 360 Design/Docs is the cloud backbone of the system.  This may not be your typical FM 
software platform but take a look at what Autodesk is doing with the 360 platform – they’ve 
added document management, they are adding clash identification and reporting, they’ve 
incorporated timelines, document set tracking, RFIs and ASIs and with the purchase of 
Assemble Systems I’d be willing to bet they will be incorporating cost estimating and 
construction scheduling and tracking as well. 

By having the models in the collaboration environment from the get-go of design work, your 
projects are already aligned to set up this process. 

BIM 360 Ops allows us to push our data fields from assets right to the cloud as well. By doing 
the legwork noted previously, you can have lean, data-rich models from which to populate your 
Ops site. 

The other platforms to leverage and integrate into this solution extend even beyond what I have 
defined. And many may be coming with the next release! 

 BIM 360 Glue 

 Navisworks  

 Dynamo 

 Enscape 

 Formit 

 Unifi 

 e-SPECS 

 


